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In 1830s London, scandalous whispers surround the pub known as the Sleeping Dove, a hidden

bordello catering to nobles eager to shed the trappings of their stations. Josephine Grant knows the

rumors are true - she plays piano at the Dove and is known only as the "Bawdy Bluestocking" to the

pub's faithful. The reluctant Duke of Lennox is called "The Uncatchable" by society ladies, not that

he cares for them or their nicknames. Elias Addison's estate was thrust upon him when his father

died, and it has been little else but a burden.When a friend brings him to the Sleeping Dove in an

attempt to lighten his mood, the Duke of Lennox finds himself at the Bawdy Bluestocking's piano,

and together they begin to play a dangerous melody. When the Duke uncovers the truth about her,

will he wish he had never heard the tune?
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Interesting ploy with intriguing characters. Smart hero and heroine whose interactions are witty and

romantic. The sensuality was unnecessary to the storyline. Good writing.

A really great story. I felt like the ending was a bit drawn out, but overall, I really enjoyed it.

Very well written, interesting, a page turner. I enjoyed how a young woman improved her life

withHer talent . I like the way told her story with respect plus she stood her ground for what she

wanted and did not want to hurt any.



No wonder Evelyn Pryce won a national contest and award. STELLAR writing . So enthralling you

don't want to stop reading

A fun romp. It was a bit romance novel-ish, which I usually steer clear from, but it was written well

enough and had enough of a plot to be worth the read. If you like romance novels, then this is one

with some decent writing and I'd suggest it highly.

I just thought this was such a great story; the Duke and Josie were such real characters, I could feel

their individual dilemmas. I especially felt Elias hurt when he found her trunks and he letter even

though she had changed her mind about leaving. He was so hurt that I thought how on earth is she

going to make it up. I loved Nicholas and Frost when they confronted Mother Superior and Digby-

they wanted to be super heroes and go in like gangbusters. However Elias kept them focused and

on point- I loved him!!I won't spoil the ending but it was so precious. The language and attitudes

were so well in keeping with the time period 1834 England.I know when I look at old pictures of men

and women from that time and think, those people were a lot like us today under the

surface.diamondgirl

A

i really love this book. I can't find anything else she has written, which is the only thing

disappointing! Hope to see more!
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